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ARINCDIRECT SM BROADBAND MANAGER

THE CONNECTIVITY YOU 
WANT WITH THE CONTROL 
YOU NEED.

KEY FEATURES

• Two options to control  
internet access

• Enables customizable pricing  
for revenue generation

• Easily manage costs across  
your entire fleet

• No specific hardware requirements

• Flexible payment options  
for passengersTwo simple tools 

for data and cost 
management

In a world where Wi-Fi is standard, 
everywhere we work and play, not offering 
internet at 41,000 feet just isn’t an option.

Asking passengers to pay for their internet 
connection is often the best solution 
for operators to control the fluctuating 
connectivity costs on their aircraft or 
fleet. That’s why Collins Aerospace has 
developed two tools to help you better 
manage this process.

Our ARINCDirectSM broadband management 
solution enables operators to control user 
access to the internet and data costs with 
one simple tool. You can create customized 

data packages for your passengers for 
hassle-free billing. You can also create 
customized pricing. This can open the door 
to generating revenue on your connectivity 
packages, making it an excellent choice for 
both charter and Part 91 operators. 

With ARINCDirect broadband manager, 
accessing the internet on the aircraft is 
now as easy and secure as entering a 
username and password – connecting 
users automatically. Users are now ready 
to check email or post to their favorite 
social media site. 

The same username and password works 
across your entire fleet of aircraft, as long 
as it is registered in the tool. 

Because ARINCDirect broadband manager 
is ground based, it doesn’t depend on 
hardware, such as a router, to do its work. 
Any aircraft with cabin connectivity through 
ARINCDirect can utilize this solution.

ARINCDirectSM broadband manager
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ARINCDirectSM broadband manager

CABINCONNECT™

Our exclusive CabinConnect™ service 
allows aircraft operators to control internet 
costs through a credit card payment portal. 
To access the aircraft network, passengers 
are directed to a login screen. Once 
logged in, they can pick from a series of 
connectivity options and pay for it directly 
with their own credit card, removing the 
responsibility of the cost from you. 


